CMED Points of Interest

Student Affairs Suite
- Purpose: Student services including admissions, scheduling, counseling, etc.
- Amenities: Student-friendly, accessible location

Anatomy Suite (includes Resource Lab)
- Purpose: Anatomy lab and resource space for instruction of anatomy; to be shared with Health Professions
- Amenities: High-tech space, including capture cameras and individual screens for imaging

Simulation Suite
- Purpose: Computerized mannequins for virtual simulation training, in addition to team training space
- Amenities: Two functional simulation suites, state-of-the-art technology, debriefing/discussion room

Lecture/Discussion Room (2403)
- Purpose: Large group instruction and training
- Amenities: Flexible seating, fully-mediated, off-site connection capabilities, proximity to Simulation Suite & Clinical Skills Suite

Clinical Skills Suite
- Purpose: Teach medical students basics clinical skills (“bedside manner”), taking histories and physicals, family communication and more
- Amenities: Video capture for review and feedback, use of trained patients for situations

Auditorium
- Purpose: Large group collaborative teaching, meetings, testing
- Amenities: Tiered seating, multi-media, off-site communication capability, seating capacity 125

Student Lounge
- Purpose: Place for students to gather and socialize
- Amenities: Comfortable seating, tables/chairs, kitchen, recreation room, open to courtyard space

Faculty Office Wing(s) - 1st & 2nd floor
- Purpose: Connection to existing Health Professions Building
- Amenities: Private faculty office space (10x10), some collaboration rooms

Group Study Room(s)
- Purpose: Designated group study for clinical case discussions and faculty-facilitated small-group learning
- Amenities: Video capture cameras for white boards, flat screen technology for viewing medical imaging, moveable furniture

Learning Commons/Library
- Purpose: Access to online resources for students, faculty and staff
- Amenities: Resource librarian support, quiet study, conference room spaces

Collaborative Learning Space
- Purpose: Multi-purpose space evolving with curriculum design
- Amenities: First floor location, windows, seating for 60